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Reviewer’s report:

This is a well conducted and presented study, with a good rationale for conduct and the methods used. The use of mixed methods is appropriate. Statistical methods and interpretation appear appropriate to the questions being asked, although I am not a statistician and could not comment as to whether further or alternative methods would have been better.

However, there are some changes I would strongly recommend prior to publication.

There are grammatical issues. In particular, some prepositions/conjunctions have been missed or confused (to, the, of).

"There was a smaller sample group within the Y5 cohort due to the wider distribution of the Y5 cohort in clinical placement." - please clarify this. It isn't clear why this contributes to a smaller sample size.

The sample sizes aren't consistent - the flow chart states n=80 for the y5 group, but in-text this is 65

The description of the qualitative methods, in particular the analysis, is somewhat brief. Was software used to analyse the transcript?

The key issue which I think warrants attention is the fact that the qualitative findings have been split between the results and discussion. In particular, the qual findings in the results section are very brief, even allowing for the mixed-methods nature of the study. This disrupts the narrative and makes it hard to follow the findings. A diagram or table might help outline the themes and sub-themes. I would suggest including the qual findings in the results where possible, and reserving the discussion for any aspects of the synthesis of the qual and quant findings.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
Yes

**Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?**
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

**Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?**
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I recommend additional statistical review

**Quality of written English**
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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